Occurrence and possible consequences of multipolar mitoses in primary cultures of adult rat hepatocytes.
Proliferating primary cultures of adult rat hepatocytes are characterized by the occurrence of multipolar mitoses, and chromosome loss resulting in the formation of micronuclei at telophase. The percentage of multipolar mitotic figures was determined to be 12.76 +/- 7.9%, 80% of which were tripolar. Multipolar mitotic stages showed a high incidence of chromosome loss, increasing from meta- (61.7 +/- 16.6%) to telophase (72.1 +/- 19.3%). Regular bipolar mitotic figures on the other hand also showed chromosome loss, however, to a lesser degree and decreasing from meta- (49.5 +/- 10.4%) to telophase (34.9 +/- 7.9%). The incidence of chromosome loss even in regular mitotic figures is very high compared to other cells and appears to depend on another special feature of hepatocytes: they remain flat and well attached during mitosis, so that shearing forces could be responsible for the separation of chromosomes from the mitotic spindle. Additionally this morphology creates a situation allowing for a maximal interaction of mitotic spindles of binucleated cells, leading to the high rate of multipolar mitoses observed. Both multipolar mitoses and chromosome loss could also explain the consecutive detachment of hepatocytes reported for proliferating primary cultures, since the aneuploid daughter cells generated can be expected to be non-viable in most cases and eventually detach.